Constitutional Scavenger Hunt Answers Key
constitution scavenger hunt - flagstaff unified school ... - constitution scavenger hunt—use the
constitution and helpful annotation beginning on p. 74 to complete this directions: using your copy of the
constitution on p. 74 of your textbook, answer the following questions. constitutional scavenger hunt west linn - constitutional scavenger hunt look up the following information as quickly as possible: 1. who is
the "father of the constitution"? 2. the essays urging ratification during the new york ratification debates were
known as:_____ the presidents & the constitution internet scavenger hunt - the presidents & the
constitution internet scavenger hunt 1. a merica’s first constitution! _____ once they won their independence,
the colonies needed to form a new the constitution scavenger hunt matrix - student center - the
constitution scavenger hunt matrix directions: pick up a “card”. use the u.s. constitution in your textbook to
answer the question on the card and write your answer next to the corresponding number. when finished with
one card, put the card back and pick up another. you may only have one card per pair at one time. card
answer to question phrase with answer underlined article section 1 ... constitution scavenger hunt lesson
plan - tah.eastconn - lesson title – constitution scavenger hunt ... wrap-up: constitutional scavenger hunt
directions: now evaluate what you have learned about the constitution. answer the following questions using
evidence from the constitution to support your response. 1. what is your initial reaction or thoughts regarding
what you just read in the constitution? 2. explain something that surprised you in the ... constitution
scavenger hunt - thompson school district r2-j - constitution scavenger hunt use the constitution on page
760 of the textbook, or an online version, to answer the questions for each article of constitutional
scavenger hunt - home - westerville city ... - 2.05 wn.a.11.3 13. name five of the rights guaranteed to all
citizens in the bill of rights (excluding the 1st amendment). 14. which amendment established the federal
income tax? constitution scavenger hunt - natomas unified school district - ap hw study guide for week
2 constitution scavenger hunt article i 1. how often are representatives to be elected? 2. how old must a
representative be to be elected? article i, section 2, clause 5 - wordpress - constitutional scavenger hunt
name_____ period with a partner, or up to 3 other people, find the following information in the constitution.
constitution scavenger hunt (answers on a separate sheet ... - constitution scavenger hunt (answers on
a separate sheet of paper) article i 1. how often are representatives to be elected? 2. how old must a
representative be to be elected? 3. how long is the term for a senator? 4. how were senators originally chosen?
which amendment changed that? 5. how old does someone have to be to be a senator? 6. who is the president
of the senate and when may that ... constitutional scavenger hunt answers key pdf - legal constitutional
scavenger hunt answers key ebook for free and you can read online at online ebook library. get constitutional
scavenger hunt answers key pdf file for free from our online library constitution scavenger hunt - weebly name per date september 17, ap u.s. government constitution scavenger hunt using your pocket constitution
or the copy of the constitution found in the back of your text, find the answers to constitutional scavenger
hunt - westmorelandschool - name _____ date _____ participation in government per. _____ constitutional
scavenger hunt using your knowledge of the united states constitution’s format, find the following information.
u. s. constitution day scavenger hunt - u. s. constitution day scavenger hunt purpose: students will search
for facts that will help them answer questions about the u.s. constitution. the florida courts and the
judiciary: a constitutional ... - the florida courts and the judiciary: a constitutional scavenger hunt answer
key for facilitator 1. article v of the florida constitution 2. article v, section 1
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